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The present paper is an analysis of the illustrations of Roald Dahl’s Matilda (2016 [1988]) 

through the prism of intersemiotic translation. The main purposes of this study are to de-

termine the type of relationships established between text and pictures in the novel and 

to identify how the illustrator represents some of its main topics, to wit: the importance of 

books and education, adults’ abuse of power, rebellion, and school mistreatment. In order to 

achieve these objectives, the paper analyzes the interrelation between several passages of 

the text and their corresponding illustrations. Subsequently, the study categorizes the dif-

ferent dynamics established between text and pictures and discusses how some procedures 

connected to Translation Studies can be aligned with the decisions taken by the illustrator 

when depicting the foregoing themes. As a result, the paper concludes that Matilda’s illustra-

tions work as emphasizers of some of the messages Dahl intended to transmit to his reader-

ship when writing this book. 

Abstract

Keywords: Roald Dahl; translation procedures; intersemiotic translation; children literature; 

picture-text dynamics.
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Introduction

Albeit he has written several novels and adult stories, Roald Dahl is popularly known as the 

author of some of the most notable children books of the second half of the 20th century. 

From James and the Giant Peach to The Witches through Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, 

Dahl’s children literature has been a global success. However, most of these stories are built 

against the background of a selfish society and conceal solid and perennial corollaries that 

transcend childhood and early adolescence. These sorts of two-faced novels, enjoyable by 

both kids and adults, hide more than we can appreciate after a first reading. What may seem 

a simple story—full of humor, hyperboles, and pranks—becomes a deep social critique and a 

vindication of literature when closely analyzed.

For most of these stories, Dahl has relied on Quentin Blake as his main illustrator. Both 

artists collaborated in several tales and novels such as The Twits, The BFG, or Matilda (Ken-

yon, 2016), the novel this paper revolves around. In this vein, Blake’s illustrations have always 

played an important role in providing a visual explanation and reinforcing the humor con-

tained underlying the most relevant events in the plot. But beyond this obvious fact, a thor-

ough analysis can uncover further dynamics and conclusions that stem from the symbiosis 

established between text and drawings in cases as Roald Dahl’s Matilda (2016 [1988]). The fol-

lowing paper seeks to drill down into this interrelation in order to highlight other functions 

of Blake’s illustrations that a superficial analysis may overlook. 

1. State of the art

A popular writer as he is, Roald Dahl’s novels and short stories have been widely addressed by 

researchers and scholars. Literary analyses have been conducted on most part of his work, ad-

dressing issues such as racialization, patriarchy, parenthood or humor (Curtis, 2015; De Juan, 

2016; Keyser, 2017; Martín Ortiz, 2009). As for the particular case of Matilda, the novel has been 

studied from different perspectives by authors such as Del Fresno (2009), Guest (2008) or Pet-

zold (1992), each one of them addressing some of the main features and topics concealed 

in the pages of this apparently innocent novel, to wit, rebellion, social satire, or adulthood 

among others.

As for its conversion into other languages, the translations of Matilda have also been a 

matter of study. Works like Alsina’s (2012) or Netley’s (1992) have explored the complexities of 

translating some of the most particular aspects of this novel such as cultural signs or linguis-

tic variation into different languages such as Japanese, Spanish, or Catalan. However, Matilda 

lacks studies addressing the interrelation established between the text and its illustrations. 

This paper seeks to intertwine literary analyses of the novel with the field of intersemiotic 

translation in order to provide a groundbreaking approach to the work of one of the most 

famous British storytellers of the second half of the 20th century. 
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In this vein, the present paper intends to reach two main objectives:

— To identify how some of Matilda’s main topics are represented in the illustrations of the 

work.

— To determine the type of relationship between the text and illustrations of the book.

In addition to reaching these objectives, the paper also seeks to explore the following hypoth-

esis: Matilda’s illustrations are intersemiotic translations aimed partly at emphasizing some 

of the core topics of the novel.

2. Theoretical framework

As stated in the previous section, this paper intends to analyze the connection between core 

issues addressed in Dahl’s novel and the way Quentin Blake decided to illustrate the words 

of the Welsh writer. In order to do this, the study firstly identifies a list of notable topics dis-

cussed in Dahl’s novel. In this regard, I have decided to focus on the following four themes: 

books and education, adults’ authoritarianism, rebellion, and school mistreatment. Each one 

of these topics will be discussed independently in the analysis section of the paper. Firstly, 

the presence and relevance of every theme will be explained with the support of literary 

research on the novel; subsequently, an analysis of the illustrations addressing each specific 

topic will be conducted.

The channel linking these two different codes (text and illustrations) is intersemiotic 

translation (also known as “transmutation”). This concept, coined by Jakobson (2000 [1959]), 

spans those translations that occur between different sign systems or media. In other words, 

transmutation creates a field in which the same message is transmitted via different semiotic 

forms with different levels of correlation between the source and the final result (Torop, 2003). 

Accordingly, this type of translations could range from an autonomous to a complementary 

target version (Torop, 2003). This latter category could apply to the focus of this study, since 

the level of convergence between a text and its corresponding illustration tends to be high 

(Lotman, 2001). However, the dynamics that stem from this interaction may vary and pave the 

way for a more complex categorization. 

One of the first attempts to classify the nexus between a text and its illustrations was 

proposed by Schwarcz (1982), who divided this relationship into deviation and congruency. 

But subsequent research has provided a more thorough classification of the dynamics creat-

ed by the relationship between texts and pictures. One of the most notable efforts in this re-

gard was undertaken by Nikolajeva and Scott (2000). The taxonomy created by these authors 

establishes five possibilities: symmetrical, enhancing, complementary, counterpointing, or 

contradictory interaction. The first category describes situations in which words and pictures 

state basically the same information. The second one refers to a dynamic in which the text 
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expands on the meaning of illustrations or vice versa; when this dynamic proves to be really 

significant, it becomes a case of complementary interaction. The fourth case, a counterpoint-

ing dynamic, occurs when pictures and words provide alternative information. Extreme cases 

of this dynamic could be labeled as contradictory interactions.

It is worth stressing that the same authors stated that these are not absolute categories: 

boundaries are fuzzy and it is difficult to classify an illustration or series of illustrations under 

a sole category. Along these lines, as it will be later discussed, Blake’s pictures in Roald Dahl’s 

Matilda (2016 [1988]) would mostly range among the concepts of symmetrical, enhancing, and 

complementary interaction. However, in the last two cases, illustrations do not only comple-

ment or expand on Dahl’s text. By doing this, they also underline some of the most relevant 

features of the novel. Thus, by analyzing some of the engravings in Matilda through the prism 

of transmutation I intend, as my hypothesis states, to prove that several illustrations in this 

book work as emphasizers of several core topics addressed by Dahl throughout the novel. 

In this respect, some decisions taken by Blake to highlight the relevance of certain themes 

that are essential for understanding this work could be compared to different techniques 

connected to Translation Studies. In other words, Blake depicts situations in a way that could 

be aligned with a number of translation procedures, resulting in the aforementioned empha-

sis. In this vein, the procedures this paper identifies and discusses are Vinay and Darbelnet’s 

(1995) literal translation1 (a final product which reflects the content of the source text as ac-

curately as possible), Hurtado Albir’s (2001) amplification (adding information which was not 

present in the ST), and Ray and Kelly’s (2010) transcreation (a case of very-free translation by 

which the illustrator develops new content instead of translating the original directly in order 

to make his work more palatable for the target audience). In addition, certain choices related 

to the illustration patterns followed throughout the book or the situations Blake chooses to 

make visible also have a special impact on underlining the main topics of the novel.

3. Methodology

The present paper combines a hypothetico-deductive method with a comparative analysis 

between text and illustrations. The former implies building a hypothesis that will be subse-

quently tested by observation (or analysis in this case) in order to check whether the initial 

claim is true or false. And this is precisely the structure on which this study is built. 

1 Regarding this procedure, it is worth stressing that there are obvious limitations and constraints 
that stem from the change from one code into a different one. Therefore, the concept “literal” 
should be understood as an attempt of the illustrator to remain as faithful as possible to the pas-
sage he is depicting, regardless of the compulsory modifications imposed by the target media.
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In the case of the latter, the analysis is based on the comparison between several pas-

sages and their corresponding drawings in the primary source—Roald Dahl’s Matilda (2016 

[1988])—. The purpose of this examination is to ferret out some of the strategies Quentin 

Blake uses to emphasize the main topics in Dahl’s novel via illustrations. In this vein, certain 

structural patterns used by the illustrator are studied. In addition, I try to establish a paral-

lelism between some of Blake’s decisions and Translation Studies by creating an analogy be-

tween them and the translation procedures introduced before: transcreation, amplification, 

and literal translation.

The use of the abovementioned techniques creates different dynamics between narra-

tive and non-narrative elements. Thus, the next stage of the analysis consists in determining 

what kind of relationship is established between Dahl’s passages and Blake’s pictures. These 

dynamics are studied in different sections of the novel where topics like adult’s abuse of 

power, school mistreatment, rebellion, and the importance of literature and education are 

clearly addressed. It is expected that the sum of the illustrator’s decisions and the dynamics 

they create in these passages of the novel will eventually clarify whether the initial hypoth-

esis can be corroborated or disregarded.

4. Analysis 

The importance of literature and education is one of the most relevant messages Dahl in-

tends to transmit in Matilda. Dahl’s daughter, Lucy, acknowledged this in an interview with 

Robert Siegel and Audie Cornish (2013), where she stated that the Welsh author wrote this 

book out of his fear “that books were going to go away” (para. 6). In addition, Dahl’s novel 

addresses several issues associated with the field of education, such as the suitability of dif-

ferent methodologies, the importance of reading promotion plans, or the impact of profes-

sors and families in children’s education among others (Quiles Cerrillo, 2016). The relevance 

of these two issues and the binary positions portrayed throughout the book become firstly 

evident when we confront the light under which Matilda is intellectually described with the 

depiction of other characters like her parents. While the former is “...brilliant. Her mind was 

so nimble and she was so quick to learn that her ability should have been obvious even to 

the most half-witted of parents” (p. 4), the latter are “so gormless and so wrapped up in their 

own silly little lives that they failed to notice anything unusual about their own daughter” (p. 

4). Matilda’s physical appearance is also an interesting case of study, but it will be discussed 

later in the paper. 

Nevertheless, the importance of literature and education is not only emphasized through 

words, but also via the illustrations in the book. The first visual contact we establish with 

Matilda occurs on page 1, and it depicts a smiling girl with an open book on her hands. Under-

neath this picture we can read the title of the first chapter “The Reader of Books” (see figure 

1). However, the first written description of the girl appears on page 4, and it does not focus 
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on her love for books, but on how “extra-ordinary” she is and on the brilliant mind she has. In 

my view, Blake’s relocation of Matilda’s first depiction together with the addition of an extra 

element like the book serves two main purposes: it foregrounds the main character of the 

novel and also a core topic within Dahl’s story—the importance of literature. 

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

Throughout the first pages of the novel, Matilda always appears surrounded by books or oth-

er reading materials. That is the case of pages 5, 6, 8, 11 and 13 (by means of example, see 

figure 2), where the girl “studies newspapers and magazines”, reads “from cover to cover” 

her mother’s cookbook, or sits on the library’s couch “totally absorbed” in “wonderful adven-

tures”. All these and other passages related to reading could be labeled as examples of literal 

translation between different systems, since Dahl’s words are directly reflected in Blake's en-

gravings. In this instance, Blake creates a symmetric dynamic between text and illustrations. 

This decision implies including reading materials in almost all the appearances of the little 

girl, which helps settle the connection between the protagonist and books, and underlines 

literature and education as a core topic using both narrative and non-narrative elements.
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In subsequent chapters, however, the linkage between Matilda and literature is reinforced by 

adding the presence of books to the picture even when they are not explicitly mentioned in 

the text. This is the case, for instance, of the chapter “Arithmetic”, where Matilda solves the 

calculations her father is dictating her brother. In this case, Matilda is depicted two times with 

a book on her hands (pp. 47 and 49). Nevertheless, Dahl never mentions this fact throughout 

the chapter: the assumption signified by Blake here strengthens the indissoluble duo formed 

by Matilda and literature. As opposed to the cases described in the previous paragraph, where 

a literal translation created a symmetrical dynamic between text and pictures, Blake’s addi-

tions here build examples of enhancing dynamics.

Adults’ baseless abuse of power is another recurrent topic in Dahl’s literature. Few tes-

timonies could be more enlightening to this effect than the own author’s: “The adult is the 

enemy of the child because of the awful process of civilizing this thing that when it is born 

is an animal with no manners—no moral sense at all” (Pope and Round, 2015: 2). This vision is 

probably based on the author’s own experiences. In Boy (1984), the first part of his memoirs, 

Dahl recalls his experience at the public school of Repton, and the cruel behavior of its head-

master, who believed in education through corporal punishment as a means of education. 

This aversion against the tyranny imposed by some adults has permeated most of Dahl’s 

children bibliography. And Matilda is just another case in point.

In this vein, the portrayal of some characters reinforces this image of adults as villains 

or disgusting figures. The most obvious case is that of Miss Trunchbull, the school’s princi-

pal. Her depiction is another example of literal translation where all the textual elements 

mentioned by Dahl are subsequently translated into visual elements. Thus, Miss Trunchbull 

is drawn as an enormous woman, with a “bull-neck”, “big shoulders”, “thick arms, “sinewy 

wrists” and “powerful legs” (pp. 76-77), always wearing “a brown cotton smog, a belt with a  

silver bucket, bottle-green breeches made of coarse twill and green stockings with turn-up 

tops” (p. 77). In this instance, the text and its corresponding engraving are a perfect fit.

The case of Matilda’s parents is also paradigmatic when it comes to represent tyranny, 

malice, and stupidity. Throughout the novel, recurrent allusions to their personality tend to 

be extremely pejorative. For instance, one of the passages in the book states that “Matilda 

longed for her parents to be good and loving and understanding and honorable and intelli-

gent. The fact that they were none of these things was something she had to put up with.” (p. 

43). But there are other examples in which Blake has added certain elements to the illustra-

tion that eventually have helped emphasize the negative portrait of adult bullies.

The physical appearance of Mr. and Miss Wormwood is shown under the same negative 

light as their character (see figure 3). While he is described as “a small ratty-looking man whose 

front teeth stuck out underneath a thin ratty moustache” (p. 17), his wife is presented as “a 

large woman” who “wore heavy make-up and she had one of this unfortunate bulging figures 
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where the flesh appears to be strapped in” (pp. 20-21), or as “the plain plump person with the 

smug suet-pudding face” (p. 92). All these narrative elements are translated into pictures by 

Blake. But in both cases, the amplification process followed by the illustrator reinforces the 

image conveyed by Dahl. In the case of the father, the nose is a significant feature to analyze: 

long and sharp, it gives Mr. Wormwood a more threatening face. Likewise, the most salient 

inclusions in Mrs. Wormwood’s depiction are the jewelry and accessories she is constantly 

wearing. In my view, the emphasis here lies not on the ornaments themselves, but on the situ-

ations she models them: Mrs. Wormwood is never depicted outdoors, and she even cooks with 

her jewelry on. By portraying her in this manner, Blake underlines two of her most notable 

features: plainness and stupidity.

All things considered, the case of Matilda’s parents is a perfect example of enhancing dy-

namic. In this instance, Blake’s additions help emphasize the relationship between adults and 

evil Dahl intended to create. The abovementioned pictures include information the text does 

not contain, providing the reader a more detailed picture than Dahl’s regarding the physical 

descriptions of Matilda’s parents. Likewise, this depiction reinforces the topic of adults’ base-

less abuse of power, since it highlights the malice of one of the characters and the ridiculous 

portrayal of the other. 

FIGURE 3

The most salient case that departs from this negative pattern in adults’ depiction is that of 

Miss Honey. Described as a warm person with a lovely face, Blake establishes a symmetrical 

dynamic between picture and text by providing a literal translation when drawing the char-

acter. A case in point can be found on page 62, where Blake mirrors the description provided 

by the writer: “she had a lovely pale oval madonna face with blue eyes and her hair was light 

brown. Her body was so slim and fragile...” (p. 60). All these elements are present in Blake’s en-
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graving. But beyond the description of the young professor, another point worth commenting 

on is the similarities between Miss Honey and the librarian.

Despite the absence of a specific description of the latter, she shares several similarities 

with Miss Honey: she has light hair, she wears the same type of glasses, and she has the same 

loving look in her eyes and grimace of understanding in her face. In short, she looks like an 

older version of Miss Honey herself. In this respect, there is a process of transcreation based 

on a parallelism with another figure of the story: Blake is free to shape the librarian’s phy-

sique, but he seems to take Miss Honey as his model. With respect to this character, Blake’s 

engravings allow the reader to fill in the numerous blanks the writer left when characterizing 

this woman. The extent to which the non-narrative element expands on the meaning of the 

text makes this a case of “extreme enhancement” that, following Nikolajeva and Scott’s (2001) 

tenets, should be categorized as a case of complementary dynamic between the narrative 

element and its corresponding illustration. 

As commented at the beginning of this section, Matilda’s physical description is rath-

er interesting as well, especially since there is not a specific one. Readers get some hints 

throughout the novel (“this tiny dark-haired person sitting there with her feet nowhere near 

touching the floor” on page 10), but in this regard, the illustrator is almost free to do whatev-

er he sees fit within the implicit limits established by the child’s personality, thus building a 

process of transcreation from text into picture. Matilda is eventually depicted, in Blake’s own 

words (2013), as a little (very little) girl with rounded cheeks and forehead as two features tra-

ditionally associated with older people. In Dahl’s opinion, the portrait crafted by Blake helped 

underline Matilda’s fragility and tininess (Blake, 2013). 

All the decisions taken when depicting Matilda, Miss Honey, and the librarian reinforce 

the positive light shed on literature and education by the author, since both elements are 

somehow linked to the most intelligent and benevolent characters of the story and the only 

ones that transmit a set of positive values to the reader. In other words, books and education 

are central to all those characters that kids may take as role models, and this is something the 

dynamics between text and pictures underline both subtly and superficially. In the same vein, 

the negative portrait of the other adults in the story serves a similar purpose. In this instance, 

symmetrical and enhancing dynamics underline the concepts of tyranny, idiocy, and abuse 

Dahl has always attributed to (a part of) his elder characters.  

Adults’ abuse of power is not only one of the main topics underneath the plot, but also 

the trigger for some of the funniest passages of the novel: the pranks children play on their 

elders. These events are, in turn, linked to another recurrent topic in Matilda and other pop-

ular books by the same author: rebellion commonly embodied in kids and their behavior. As 

West (1992) pointed out in his extensive study on the author, Matilda is an example of struggle 

against tyranny in which kids’ uprising is probably the most salient epitome of this crusade. 
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This specific issue has polarized the viewpoints of literary critics regarding Dahl’s chil-

dren literature, and Matilda’s case is not an exception. On the one hand, we can find opinions 

like Hunt’s (2001), who claimed that Dahl’s heroes and heroines—including Matilda—are driv-

en by sheer hate, prejudice and violence, being these elements the triggers of their revenge.  

On the other, authors like West (1992) defended that Matilda is one of Dahl’s greatest heroes, 

not only due to her outstanding qualities and intellect, but also to her constant fight against 

adult’s tyranny. This issue also allows middle-ground viewpoints to arise like Guest’s (2008), 

who basically portrays Matilda as a rebel against adult’s oppression but an adherent of the 

patriarchal scheme ruling society. Nevertheless, despite all the disagreement it may cause 

the way Dahl approaches this topic, it is a fact that kids’ uprising against the power of adults 

is a core issue in Matilda.

Several passages of the text and their corresponding pictures may help us illustrate the 

previous statement. It is worth stressing that the pranks kids play on their “enemies” encom-

pass several pages (even several chapters in some cases): Dahl takes his time to explain how 

the prank incepts, develops, and concludes. Likewise, Blake decides to depict each prank via a 

series of illustrations, thus mirroring Dahl’s sequence of events. In other words, acts of rebel-

lion are extensively described, both via narrative and non-narrative elements. The first case 

following this pattern occurs in chapter 3, “The Hat and the Superglue.”

In this episode, Dahl describes how Matilda steals one of her father’s hats and applies some 

superglue on it. Thus, after putting his hat on, the father is incapable of taking it out; eventu-

ally, Miss Wormwood has to cut the hat out of her husband’s head, giving him an extremely ri-

diculous aspect. Throughout the pages that encompass the prank, Blake concentrates on the 

main events of Matilda’s trick. Therefore, he illustrates how the little girl slips “into the cloak-

room” and gets “hold of the hat (her father) wore every day” (p. 24). Subsequently, he shows us 

how Miss Wormwood gives “the hat a sharp yank” while her husband lets “out a yell that rat-

tled the window-panes” (p. 26). Blake also depicts the ridiculous moment when Mr. Wormwood 

is going to bed with his hat on, the point in which his wife “took a pair of scissors and cut the 

thing off his head, bit by bit, first the top and then the brim” (p. 30), and, finally, the resulting 

looks of Matilda’s father. All these narrative elements are included in Blake’s engravings (see 

figure 4), thus providing a literal translation that renders the action directly into pictures.

Other examples throughout the novel follow the same pattern. Another similar case 

starts in the chapter titled “Lavender”, in which we can see how Lavender seeks to avenge 

all the previous offences committed by Miss Trunchbull against her peers by imitating her 

admired Matilda. The girl starts her revenge grabbing a newt from a pond. Blake depicts the 

whole process by including a series of pictures on the same page (p. 132): Lavender “laying on 

the bank (...) waiting patiently” (p. 131), then “using her school hat as a net” (p. 131), grabbing 

the newt, and eventually getting it into her pencil box. All these narrative elements are liter-

ally translated by Blake and included in the sequence of pictures.
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The outcome unravels two chapters later (“The first miracle”), and it is divided into two parts. 

First, Trunchbull discovers the newt, “let out a yell and leapt off her chair” (p. 155) before she 

starts “quivering like a blancmange” (p. 155). After blaming Matilda and arguing with her, the 

protagonist tries—and achieves—to upset the glass of water with the newt. When it hap-

pens, “the water in it and the squirming newt splashed out all over Miss Trunchbull’s enor-

mous bosom” (p. 160), and the school’s principal is astonished for the second time. The prank 

has succeeded and, one more time, Blake has depicted the whole sequence of events, focus-

ing on small details like the first slight moves of the glass, thus foregrounding the relevance 

of kids’ endeavors to rebel against adults’ authority.

In both cases, Blake could have chosen to portray other events occurring in the narration: 

Matilda’s father at work with his hat on, Lavender entering the deserted classroom, or other 

relevant scenes. However, he provides a sequence in which we can see the underpinning 

moments of the process by which the kids prepare and carry out their tricks against adults 

(inception, most embarrassing moments, final outcome). And eventually, the illustrator shows 

us the kids’ success. As mentioned above, these are not the only occasions in which Blake fol-

lows this pattern. By replicating this structure in several points of the novel, Blake provides a 

faithful description of what Dahl narrates in the novel; at the same time, the illustrator forces 

the reader to focus on the acts of rebellion conducted by kids, foregrounding their counter-

attacks against adults’ repression. All these decisions are channeled through the creation 

of symmetric dynamics between text and picture, and they help underline the importance 

of kids’ rebellion in Matilda. In parallel, they highlight the triumphs of children over adults, 

reinforcing the overall negative depiction of adulthood presented by Dahl (with the afore-

mentioned exception of Miss Honey).

Some of the most salient acts of rebellion are a response to the last topic I intend to deal 

with in this paper: school mistreatment. In Matilda’s case, this theme is obviously channeled 

FIGURE 4
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via the figure of Miss Trunchbull. Uprisings against her figure are the kids’ way to oppose the 

dictatorship she has imposed in the school (Culley, 1991). And this dictatorship is revealed in 

the principal’s behavior and personality throughout the novel: strict, obsessed with control 

and rules, and merciless when one of the students dares to break her norms.

Blake depicts these features using a similar structure to the one followed when portray-

ing kids’ pranks: he draws a series of events which normally encompasses the inception, per-

formance, and outcome of the principal’s retribution. The depiction of these sequences tends 

to follow a literal translation process, since Blake reflects the scenes described by Dahl with 

minor modifications (such as the addition of books and pencils thrown into the air by the kids 

on page 125, an element that reinforces the feeling of joy they transmit) or no changes at all. 

However, this pattern, albeit present throughout the second part of the novel, does not un-

fold in the same manner in every case: although complete in some occasions, Blake’s series of 

engravings leave some blanks for the reader to fill in in certain instances. These dissimilarities 

establish different dynamics between the pictures and the passage they represent. 

In Roald Dahl’s Matilda (2016 [1988]), illustrating a sequence of events tends to meet the 

purpose of visually describing a given process divided into several steps. Thus, if the series 

provides a thorough explanation, the dynamic text-illustration would be different to that 

of a sequence that skips a specific stage or stages. This distinction can be clearly exempli-

fied by contrasting Miss Trunchbull’s punishments. On the one hand, some of them include 

a thorough pattern that begins with a reprimand, continues with the escalade of the pun-

ishment, and concludes by showing its final consequences. A case in point are the events 

occurring in the chapter “Throwing the Hammer”. In this instance (see figure 5), Blake provides 

a literal translation based on passages like those that describe the school’s principal “swing-

ing (Amanda) round and round her head, faster and faster” or “pivoting expertly on her toes, 

spinning round and round” (p. 108); the consequence of Miss Trunchbull revisiting her days 

of Olympic glory is also presented via a process of literal translation, with Amanda “sat up” 

looking “a trifle dazed” (p. 110). In this case, the choices made by Blake create a symmetrical 

relationship where the illustration replicates the events conveyed by the narrative text. 

On the other, we find the example of the chapter “Bruce Bogtrotter and the Cake”. Here, 

there is no illustration depicting the very final stage of Miss Trunchbull’s punishment. There 

is not a picture where she raises the china platter “in the air and brought it down with a crash 

right on the top” of the student’s head (p. 127). Likewise, we cannot see Bogtrotter with an 

indelible smile on his face after the hit (p. 127). If we compare this series of illustrations to 

the one described in the previous paragraph, we find out that Blake’s decision establishes a 

complementary dynamic. In this example, illustrations initiate a course of action they do not 

conclude. Thus, readers should bring the sequence to an end by reading the text and men-

tally depicting how Miss Trunchbull breaks the plate on Bogtrotter’s head. This fill-in-the-gap 

relationship takes enhancement to a next level, thus creating a dynamic of complementarity. 
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All the examples presented throughout this section categorize text-illustration dynamics as 

symmetrical, enhancing, or complementary. This implies that illustrations either reflect the 

same as the original text or add further details that expand on the information offered by 

words. In addition to its effectiveness as emphasizer of the main topics, the strategy followed 

by Blake is, in my view, the most appropriate given the audience the book is aimed at. Since 

children are the most likely addressees of this novel, a too-demanding dynamic like the one 

created in cases of contradiction or counterpoint may puzzle the readership and create a 

misunderstanding that could be difficult to unravel by so young readers. Therefore, limiting 

dynamics to the three cases used by Blake boosts comprehension and allows readers an easi-

er identification of characters’ most distinctive features by aligning the information received 

by words and pictures.

5. Conclusion

As stated in the introduction, this paper has taken an innovative approach to Roald Dahl’s 

(2016 [1988]) novel Matilda. Using the concept of transmutation as its main basis, this study 

has addressed the dynamics established between text and illustrations throughout the book. 

However, categorizing such dynamics was not its only purpose.

The analysis conducted and presented on these pages has proven how several illustra-

tions in Roald Dahl’s Matilda (2016 [1988]) work as emphasizers of some of the main topics 

addressed by the Welsh writer in this novel. The illustrator’s decisions in the examples ana-

lyzed do not betray the original work but, in some passages, they establish an asymmetri-

cal relationship between text and pictures aimed at enhancing some of the core themes on 

which the novel is based.

FIGURE 5
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In this vein, Blake follows two main strategies: sometimes he just underlines the obvious 

by replicating what Dahl expressed with his words; in other occasions, he adds new elements 

or takes specific structure decisions to draw the reader’s attention to items and events that 

tally with some paramount topics approached by Dahl in this work. Thus, the importance of 

books and education, adults’ use of power, kids’ rebellion against their elders’ behavior, or 

school mistreatment are not only explicit or implicitly present in the text, but also visible 

thanks to Blake’s illustrations. 

The decisions taken by Blake match the concepts of literal translation, transcreation, and 

amplification. Besides, his pictures also include the repetition of certain drawing patterns 

when similar situations, such as the pranks played by kids on adults, are repeated through-

out the book. These choices establish different interrelations between passages and engrav-

ings. In some cases, they are symmetrical; in some others, these dynamics become enhancing 

or even complementary. But beyond the results we may obtain after an individual analysis, 

when all the aforementioned examples are scrutinized as a whole, we can ferret out that they 

fulfill another purpose: emphasizing the most relevant topics addressed by the original au-

thor and making them visible so the tandem pictures-text eventually transmits the messages 

and morals intended by Dahl. 

All things considered, I believe the initial hypothesis of this paper has been sufficiently 

proven. In my view, the emphasizing result of Blake’s illustrations is a wise decision that fore-

grounds key points of the narration so that readers do not miss any of the social critiques 

and morals included by Dahl. The constant presence of books, the way adults are depicted, or 

the great detail with which rebellious acts are portrayed help to draw the readers’ attention 

to the issues that really matter, creating a notable symbiosis with the text that will probably 

help younger readers (maybe after perusing the novel for a second time) to understand that 

Matilda is not light reading, but an example of profound literature. 
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